
POLYGONAL HAMMERING
SPECIAL APPLICATION OF POLYGON TURNING

 AREAS OF APPLICATION AND USE

A characteristi c feature of polygonal hammering is the 
setti  ng of a speed transmission rati o between the tool 
and the workpiece. Both rotate in such a way that coun-
ter-rotati on is generated at the cutti  ng edge engage-
ment point. However, synchronisati on is also possible, 
with other cutti  ng conditi ons, some of which are less fa-
vourable, but other shapes can also be produced. If the 
transmission rati o is chosen appropriately, polygons with 
any number of corners can be created. In additi on to 
the transmission rati o, other infl uencing factors are the 
tool radius and the minimum diameter to be produced, 
which aff ect the size and shape of the polygon. 

The applicati on areas of the process are, for example, 
convex polygons (counter-rotati on) or notched (mati ng) 
gears (synchronizati on). 

TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS

By choosing a suitable transmission rati o, several cutti  ng 
edges can be placed on the tool, which increases pro-
ducti vity in terms of the tooth feed to be used. The tools 
required for the process are not available on the mar-
ket, as the tools off ered are designed for the producti on 
of spanner fl ats and thus have an insuffi  cient clearance 
angle reserve. From the contour to be produced, the 
necessary tools can be derived at the NSH Group, which 
are ideally matched to the process and the material.
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TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS

ADDED VALUE

▪ Producti vity through the use of special tools (short producti on ti me with high chip volume)
▪ Producti on of polygons on shaft s and axially variable polygonal contours (gripper grooves on tool blanks) 
▪ Manufacture of plug-in gears, polygons for superimposing force and form fi t 
 (seat for sheet metal packages of motor shaft s)
▪ Special tools are adapted to the contour to be produced.
▪ Use of cost-eff ecti ve standard indexable inserts in the tools
▪ Creati on of a complete technology package possible, consisti ng of tool design, tool producti on, process design, 
 and technology trial
▪ Integrati on of polygonal hammering without additi onal machine expenditure = integrati on in a standard lathe 
 with driven tools possible and in a turning-milling machining center

 FUNCTIONAL INSTRUCTIONS

▪ With polygonal beati ng, cutti  ng speeds of >250m/min can be achieved with a high feed rate of usually fz=0.1mm/rev.
▪ The linear axes of the machine tool can be used to map polygonal features such as undercuts, chamfers, and tapers.

Multi -edge hammering in counter-rotati on Multi -edge hammering in synchronisati on


